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SUPERCILIOUS GODS 
 
a frantic exploration of my body cavities as the iridescent scenery is flying by. 

 a magenta table, vents of air-condition cracking. 

 lights fuse in front of a silent and elegant sky. 

 saplings, mirrors, refreshment car: elements of a forgettable morning. 

 some sexy mouths and legs in the waiting-hall, the fragrance of soft breasts and skin, 

delay. 

 exploring my body cavities in a disconsolate, screamingly blue compartment: 

sensations of fireworks. 

 this is the monsoon season in India, in Bangladesh and on all the tiny islands soaked 

through with the pouring-rushing tears of supercilious gods. 

 i fill my stomach and my bowels with torn, tarnished words munched and crunched 

for ages. 

  

who will bring the redemption to all those struggling to express, to give life and 

thickness, seditious content and verified significance? 

 who brings abatement to the bodies buried by landslides and tidal waves, to the 

finger-sucking destitution overwriting human and celestial laws?  
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AFLAMED LAMENESS 

 

drying my hair, fantasizing about a brighter future of this country: a fine, mature 

woman whispering childish lullabies in our ears. 

 a deadly hypnosis of a future of uncovered breasts never coming. 

 a neon congelation of the nervous paths, hibernated and aflamed lameness of the 

present. 

 to fantasize about a brighter future steaming like the warm calling of heart-shaped 

fried eggs. 

 the next moment: laying with you in bed, watching the rays of the setting sun 

stabbing the struggling and wriggling shutters. 

i’m breaking the ice on your body in order to clamber farther in. 

i won’t wait for replacement buses, i’m a pioneer blazing a trail. 

 i scribble the delicious thoughts so that they may excite me when i gallop in snow up 

to the knees. 

  

they’ll exist to fire me up in this country of fallen skies and eclipsed rigidity. 

 still, this land gives me a movie-like, voluptuous kiss every once in a while with 

those eyes of amber streams and yearning virgins, that teasing, flirting glance that 

says: i know you’ll never leave me or that you’ll come back. 

 


